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ABSTRACT 

 

A Comparative Assessment of the Physiological Performance of Red Sea 

and non-Red Sea Symbiodiniaceae Strains in Acute Heat and Light-Stress 

Conditions 

 

Yara Abdulrahman Alshwairikh 

 

Corals reefs worldwide are facing many challenges due to global warming. Of these 

challenges, increasing sea temperatures represent a major threat. An increase of 1 °C 

above summer mean levels is greatly associated with coral bleaching, and massive coral 

bleaching is observed when accumulation of thermal-stress reaches 4 °C-weeks 

according to Degree Heating Weeks (DHW) measurements. The coral holobiont is an 

assemblage of many organisms including Symbiodiniaceae; a family of photosynthetic 

microalgae that form an endosymbiotic relationship with corals. Studies suggest that 

Symbiodiniaceae may drive the performance of the host, therefore, resilience of the 

coral host against thermal stress may be largely influenced by Symbiodiniaceae. The aim 

of this study was to compare the physiological performance under acute heat and light-

stress conditions of several Symbiodiniaceae strains (clade A and B) isolated from 

different geographical locations with distinct thermal profiles (Red Sea, Hawaii, and 

North Carolina). Oxygen production, respiration rate, photosynthetic efficiency, and 

production of ROS were measured under conditions of acute heat and light-stress. The 
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Red Sea strains (RS-B*, RS-B, and RS-A) exhibited a higher photosynthetic efficiency with 

increasing temperatures than the Hawaii and North Carolina strains (SSBO1, SSAO1, 

respectively). After heat-stress of 34 °C, RS-A was found to have the best 

thermotolerance with regard to ROS production. Oxygen production and respiration 

rate data showed high biological variation between culture replicates which prevented 

inter-strain comparisons and limited observation of consistent trends. The observed 

variability was largely due to the differential age of the cultures used, and the inability 

of the cell counting method to differentiate between live and dead cells. The results of 

this study indicate that Symbiodiniaceae strains originating from warmer geographic 

locations exhibit an overall better performance under acute heat-stress conditions. 

Variability in the physiological response of three samples from the same species 

(Breviolum minutum) exemplifies the large diversity in the family Symbiodiniaceae, and 

indicates the need to support genomic identification of Symbiodiniaceae isolates with 

physiological studies. Efforts to predict the future of coral reefs under current threats of 

climate change will only be productive if we have a comprehensive understanding of the 

complex interactions between corals and Symbiodiniaceae. 
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1. Introduction 

1.1 Corals under threat 

Coral reefs represent some of the most important and productive ecosystems around 

the world (1). They support a large biodiversity and provide an abundance of ecosystem 

services and ecological goods (2). Currently, coral reefs are facing many challenges as a 

result of global warming. Consequences of global warming range from rising sea levels 

and sea temperatures, to ocean acidification, and projected loss of biodiversity (3,4). At 

current rates, the IPCC predicts increases of 1-2 °C in global temperatures above 1990 

levels by the end of the 21st century, equivalent to 1.5-2 °C above pre-industrial 

revolution levels (5). Several correlative studies showed that a 1 °C increase in 

temperature above summer mean levels is greatly associated with coral bleaching 

events (1). In addition, accumulation of thermal stress is an important factor in coral 

bleaching events. Degree Heating Weeks (DHW) is a satellite measuring method that 

quantifies the accumulation of thermal stress on coral reefs. When DHW values reach 

4 °C-weeks, massive coral bleaching is observed, and there is an increased likelihood of 

bleaching and mortality when DHW values are at 8 °C-weeks (6). 

When faced with stressful conditions such as high temperatures, corals become at risk 

of bleaching; a process where endosymbiotic algae are expelled from the host (7). 

Bleaching can be caused by different variables such as high water temperatures, high 

exposure to light, reduction in salinity, and bacterial infections (8). Bleaching may also 

occur due to synergistic interactions between multiple stressors, such as high 
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temperature and high solar radiation (8). Since 1979, six major coral bleaching events 

have occurred (1), spanning locations in the Caribbean, Indian, and Pacific oceans (1,8). 

Many bleaching episodes were accompanied by extreme high annual temperatures. For 

example, the 1989 and 1990 bleaching events in the Caribbean were accompanied by 

temperatures ~2 °C above the average annual (9). Global mass bleaching events are 

correlated with disturbances to the El-Niño–Southern oscillation, and most notable was 

the 1997-1998 bleaching event linked to the El-Niño event, in which corals reefs 

worldwide suffered from extreme bleaching (1,10). Following bleaching events, corals 

face high mortality rates. Short-term exposure of 1-2 days of 4-5 °C temperature 

increases above the normal range result in massive bleaching and high mortality, while 

exposure to a lower temperature increase of 2-3 °C above the average results in less-

extreme bleaching and a significantly lower mortality rate of 0-10% (11). There is a 

strong need to assess the effects of different stressors on the health and resiliency of 

coral reef ecosystems.  

1.2 The Cnidarian-Symbiodiniaceae holobiont 

Reef-building corals, among other cnidarians, exist as an assemblage of many organisms 

such as bacteria, archaea and microalgae (12). Together, they form a cohesive unit 

called a “holobiont”, which enjoys a complex set of interactions and features. Among 

the holobiont’s components, the dinoflagellate symbionts of the family Symbiodiniaceae 

largely drive the performance of the coral host (12). Symbiodiniaceae are a family of 

photosynthetic microalgae that form an endosymbiotic relationship with corals. They 
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provide their host with oxygen and organic carbon for metabolism, in return, 

Symbiodiniaceae recycles "waste" products from the host such as CO2 and PO4
3- (9,13). 

Another benefit of this symbiosis is that symbiotic corals tend to form skeletons faster 

than non-symbiotic corals, because the photosynthetic process carried out by 

Symbiodiniaceae generates a favorable environment for precipitation and 

crystallization, in turn enabling corals to accumulate calcium carbonate faster than their 

non-symbiotic conspecifics (9). Coral holobionts are complex, and their functionality 

depends on multiple interactions between various partners. In order to simplify this 

complexity, it is important to study each component separately to examine its unique 

role in shaping the holobiont’s overall function. By understanding the contribution of all 

components of the holobiont, we can begin to piece together a larger picture of the 

performance of the entire holobiont system. 

1.3 The symbiont’s services (and disservices) to the host 

In mutualistic symbiotic relationships, benefits must be conferred onto each participant; 

the case of cnidarians and Symbiodiniaceae is no exception. A measure of autotrophic 

ability is the Photosynthesis:Respiration ratio (P:R) (14). This value indicates how much 

oxygen the Symbiodiniaceae produced, and how much is being used for respiration by 

both partners. Stress tolerant Symbiodiniaceae will have stable P:R ratios even under 

stress conditions, allowing them to maintain normal photosynthetic processes and 

continue to provide nutrients to their cnidarian hosts. 
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Corals do not only bleach because of temperature stress; other stressors, such as 

increased light exposure can result in coral bleaching (15). Sufficient amount of light is 

essential for the coral holobiont to carry out its normal photosynthetic processes. 

However, high intensities of light can induce stress. A study comparing the performance 

of Aiptasia pallida in shaded and more exposed areas found that Symbiodiniaceae in 

shaded areas can change their chlorophyll content to maintain normal photosynthetic 

efficiencies, and that the shaded anemones had higher number of Symbiodiniaceae  

(16). This further exemplifies the role of the symbiont in driving the performance of the 

host and helping it to cope with environmental stress; in this case increased light. 

Additionally, A study observed that Symbiodiniaceae in-hospite absorb two to five times 

more light than isolated Symbiodiniaceae, as a result of multiple scattering of light by 

the coral skeleton (17). The authors of the study argued that while higher absorption of 

light may be beneficial, it can also have negative implications under stressful conditions 

of higher temperatures. 

Photosynthesis is essential to the metabolic success of the host, as such, the symbiont’s 

ability to maximize its photosynthesis process is an important quality. By having 

maximal efficiency of photosynthesis, the symbiont can take full advantage of resources 

(sunlight), and generate a higher photosynthate yield to the host. A common measure 

to quantify photosynthetic efficiency is the maximum quantum yield (Fv/Fm) of 

Photosystem II (PSII) (16).  
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Not all products of the symbiotic relationship between corals and Symbiodiniaceae are 

useful to the host. In fact, some products, such as reactive oxygen species (ROS) are 

harmful. Under stressful conditions, such as high temperatures, high irradiance, or high 

exposure to UV, Symbiodiniaceae may become subjected to photoinhibition and suffer 

from damage to their photosynthetic apparatus (18). Photoinhibition–the reduction in 

photosynthetic electron transport–contributes to the production of ROS (18). Moreover, 

during respiration, Symbiodiniaceae produce a larger variety of ROS, such as superoxide 

radicals (O2
-). With continued reduction of O2

- , Symbiodiniaceae may produce hydrogen 

peroxide (H2O2) and Hydroxyl radicals (HO-) (18,19). ROS molecules are extremely 

harmful to both symbiont and host; these molecules can leave the symbiont’s cells and 

target many components in the host (20). For example, ROS molecules can induce 

protein and nucleic acid denaturation, and nucleic acid base modifications (21). In 

addition, mitigating ROS through the action of antioxidant enzymes, such as superoxide 

dismutase and catalase, is energy-demanding for both the symbiont (22) and the host 

(23). In a study of the anemone Anthopleura elegantissima, superoxide dismutase 

activity was related to the amount of O2 and O2
-
 in the anemone's cells. This implies that 

the host needs to expend more energy to mitigate ROS when its symbionts produce too 

much oxygen through photosynthesis or respiration (24). 

As such, a heat-tolerant symbiont will either: produce less ROS during stress than non- 

heat tolerant symbionts, or alternatively resort to producing a higher amount of 

antioxidants to inactivate ROS, albeit at a higher metabolic cost. Because ROS can be a 

byproduct of respiration from both symbiont and host, it is important to understand and 
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discern the contribution of the symbiont to the holobiont’s overall experienced 

oxidative stress levels.  

1.4 Thermotolerance of Symbiodiniaceae ex-hospite 

Many studies have been evaluating the performance of Symbiodiniaceae ex-hospite 

because it is crucial to establish that Symbiodiniaceae can physiologically respond to 

stress stimuli (25). For example, a study showed that Symbiodiniaceae ex-hospite 

respond to increased temperature in culture, indicating that their physiological 

contribution to the host is not negligible and must be addressed (25). Different 

Symbiodiniaceae clades and strains have different physiological abilities, and because 

they drive the performance of the host (12), they largely determine the degree of their 

host’s resilience. Symbiodiniaceae’s regular physiological processes, including the 

variety of biochemical reactions it carries out, can be affected by fluctuations in 

temperature (11). For example, as temperature increases, respiration increases at a 

higher rate than photosynthesis, leading to a lower P:R ratio, i.e. lower autotrophic 

efficiency (11,26). It is suggested that the heat-acclimation ability of Symbiodiniaceae is 

due to enhanced thylakoid lipid saturation levels (20). Studies investigating the 

thermotolerance of different Symbiodiniaceae clades described type A1 as thermally 

tolerant, and type B1 as thermally sensitive (27,28). Additionally, studies investigating 

thermal tolerance of two populations of Symbiodiniaceae type C1 found evidence for 

local adaptation to different thermal environments (29). Therefore, it is necessary to 
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investigate and compare not only different species of Symbiodiniaceae, but also 

different strains of the same species, and different populations of the same strains. 
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2. Project Objectives and Significance  

Studies estimate that one third of coral reefs face high risks of extinction due to climate 

change and anthropogenic disturbances (30). Because bleaching is characterized by loss 

of photosynthetic Symbiodiniaceae, it is crucial to understand Symbiodiniaceae’s stress-

tolerance capabilities and responses to the predicted threats to coral reefs. The goal of 

this study was to compare the physiological performance, under acute thermal and 

light-stress conditions of several Symbiodiniaceae genera, and species, isolated from 

different geographical locations with distinct thermal profiles. 

Specifically, five axenic Symbiodiniaceae strains originally isolated from Aiptasia pallida 

from different locations were examined: RS-A (clade A1), RS-B (clade B1), and RS-B* 

(clade B1) were obtained from the Red Sea, SSBO1 (clade B1) from Hawaii, USA, and 

SSAO1 (clade A4) from North Carolina, USA. I hypothesized that the Red Sea strains 

which were isolated from warmer areas will exhibit a higher tolerance for heat-stress, 

followed by SSAO1, and lastly SSBO1–which was isolated from the least warm region in 

this study.  

The aim of this study was to compare the physiological performance and stress-

responses of Symbiodiniaceae ex-hospite with regards to three parameters: oxygen 

production and respiration, photosynthetic efficiency, and ROS production. Through 

examining the symbiont’s performance, we will gain a better understanding of the 

symbionts role in determining the holobiont’s stress-tolerance, allowing us to predict 
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coral-symbiont associations that are more likely to withstand increasing environmental 

temperatures. 

To accomplish these goals, I set the following objectives: 

1) Generate and compare performance curves of Symbiodiniaceae under acute heat-

stress, and under acute light-stress conditions. 

2) Subject Symbiodiniaceae to increasing heat-stress and measure their photosynthetic 

efficiency using Pulse Amplitude Modulation (PAM) to evaluate their capacity to 

maximize efficiency under increasing temperature stress over time. 

3) Subject Symbiodiniaceae to 24-hours of heat-stress and compare their ROS 

production levels. 
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3. Materials and Methods 

3.1 Symbiodiniaceae spp. culture maintenance 

I conducted all experiments using five different Symbiodiniaceae spp. strains originally 

isolated from the sea anemone, Aiptasia pallida. The five strains belong to two clades, 

and include two genera as follows: RS-A (clade A1, genus Symbiodinium), RS-B (clade B1, 

genus Breviolum), RS-B* (clade B1, genus Breviolum), SSBO1 (clade B1, genus Breviolum) 

(31), and SSAO1 (clade A4, genus Symbiodinium) (32) (table 1). Previous work involving 

MiSeq sequencing of the cultures and comparison to profiles obtained from the 

respective hosts was performed to show that the isolated Symbiodiniaceae represent 

the hosts’ main symbiont types. Clonal, axenic cultured Symbiodiniaceae were used 

because I was interested in studying specific strains, as opposed to a mix of freshly 

isolated Symbiodiniaceae with unknown identities. In addition, freshly isolated 

Symbiodiniaceae may exhibit stress responses due to the isolation procedure, which 

may obscure physiological performance. Use of axenic cultures ensures there are no 

contaminants such as bacteria and fungi that may affect or contribute to physiological 

measurements of Symbiodiniaceae performance (31). 

Table 1. Summary of the Symbiodiniaceae spp. strains used in this study. RS-A and 
SSAO1 both belong to clade A, and RS-B, RS-B* and SSBO1 belong to clade B. 

Name Scientific name Clade Host origins Geographic origins 

RS-A Symbiodinium spp. A1 
Aiptasia 
pallida 

Red Sea 

RS-B Breviolum minutum B1 Aiptasia Red Sea 
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pallida 

RS-B* Breviolum minutum B1 
Aiptasia 
pallida 

Red Sea 

SSBO1 Breviolum minutum B1 
Aiptasia 

pallida (H2 
clone) 

Coconut island, 
Hawaii 

SSAO1 
Symbiodinium 

linucheae 
A4 

Aiptasia 
pallida (CC7 

clone) 

Burlington, North 
Carolina (South 

Atlantic Sea, USA) 

 

Cell cultures were maintained in either 260 mL or 500 mL cell culture flasks (Thermo 

Fisher Scientific, Waltham, MA) in Guillard’s (F/2) Marine Water Enrichment Solution 

(Sigma-Aldrich, St. Louis, MI) diluted 1000-fold in autoclaved seawater collected from 

the Red Sea (Salinity ~39, pH ~8). Four biological culture replicates were maintained, 

with each replicate corresponding to one culture flask, and subcultured every 3-4 

weeks. The culture flasks were kept at 25 °C in an Intellus Control System Incubators 

(Percival Scientific, Perry, IA), under light of 98-100 µmol photons m-2 s-1 

photosynthetically active radiation (PAR), and under a 12:12 light:dark cycle.  

3.2 Oxygen production and respiration measurements 

Measurements were recorded using four units of the Optical Oxygen Meter - 

FireStingO2 (Pyro Science, Aachen, Germany). All four optical oxygen meters were 

manually calibrated using saturated Sodium sulfide for 0% oxygen, and oxygenated F/2 

media for 100% oxygen. Each day of measurement consisted of four biological replicates 

of three strains, and two negative controls, resulting in 14 total chambers. The glass 
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chambers were placed in two identical glass tanks filled with 25°C RO water sat atop 

two stir plates (rpm = 200) in an Intellus Control System Incubator (Percival Scientific, 

Perry, IA). Four fiber-optic oxygen sensors and one temperature probe was connected 

to each optical oxygen meter, facilitating the measurement of 14 chambers per day. 

Two temperature probes were placed in each tank to record the water bath 

temperature. On each day of measurement, 12 5 mL-glass chambers equipped with stir 

magnets were filled with 4.2 mL of F/2 media. From each Symbiodiniaceae sample 

culture flask, 10 mL was transferred into a 50 mL falcon tube and centrifuged at 3220 rcf 

for three minutes. The supernatant was discarded and the pellet was resuspended in ~2 

mL of F/2 media. Of the sample, 800µL was inserted into the glass chamber through a 

small opening, and another 800µL was frozen in -20 °C to be used for cell counts. An 

additional two glass chambers were filled with 5 mL of F/2 media to serve as negative 

controls. Measurements were recorded at 15-second intervals, and all experiments 

were performed between 9:26am and 5:08pm. 

For heat-stress experiments, the samples were given 30 min to acclimate to the 

experimental set up in the dark, then light was turned on and set at 100 µmol s-1 m-2, 

followed by 40 min in the dark at 25 °C (10 min acclimation to the dark, and 30 min 

“effective” measuring time). The temperature was set at 25 °C throughout the 70 min 

period. Following the first phase, water was drained from the tanks and replaced with 

heated RO water at the desired experimental temperature. Samples were given 10 min 

in the dark to acclimate to the new temperature and to ensure the temperature inside 

the chambers matched the temperature of the water bath. Then samples were 
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subjected to the same 70 min-intervals of light, acclimation, and dark as previously 

described. This process was continually repeated four times, corresponding to four 

average experimental temperatures: 25, 28, 30, and 33 °C.  

For light-stress experiments, the samples were initially given 30 min to acclimate to the 

experimental set up in the dark, then subjected to 50 µmol s-1 m-2 light for 35 min, 

followed by dark for 35 min. This process was continually repeated for a total of five 

times corresponding to five light intensities: 50, 100, 200, 300, and 400 µmol s-1 m-2. The 

temperature of the water bath was set at ambient level (~25 °C). Light intensity in µmol 

s-1 m-2 was measured using a LI-1500 Light Sensor Logger (LI-COR, Lincoln, NE) everyday 

before measurements to ensure consistent light intensities for all experiments. 

3.3 Photosynthetic efficiency measurements 

From each Symbiodiniaceae sample, 1.5 mL of culture were placed in 1.5 mL Eppendorf 

tubes in three technical replicates of four biological replicates, resulting in 12 total 

replicates. The sample tubes were placed in a heat block, covered with aluminum foil to 

simulate dark conditions, and incubated at 25 °C for 30 min. After incubation, the Fv/Fm 

ratio was measured using a MINI-PAM-II (WALZ, Effeltrich, Germany) in a dark room. At 

the time of measurement, the tubes were wrapped with aluminum foil on all sides. To 

ensure a consistent distance between the optical fiber cable of the Mini-PAM-II device 

and each sample, a thin slide cover was placed on the top of each tube. The optical fiber 

cable was positioned vertically on top of the slide cover, and Fv/Fm measurements were 

taken and recorded (Intensity = 8, gains =2). The sample tubes were returned to the 
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heat block and incubated in the dark at the next experimental temperature. This process 

was continually repeated six times for a total of six temperature points: 25, 28, 31, 34, 

37, and 40 °C. To avoid confounding effects of time of day (16), measurements were 

performed within the same time-range every day. Because PAM measurements are 

independent of cell numbers, no samples were frozen for cell counts. 

3.4 ROS production 

Experimental protocol was followed as described by Cziesielski et al. with small 

modifications (33). From each Symbiodiniaceae sample, 1 mL of culture was transferred 

to 1.5 mL Eppendorf tubes. Two technical replicates of four biological replicates were 

prepared, resulting in eight total replicates. The tubes were placed in a Intellus Control 

System Incubator (Percival Scientific, Perry, IA) for 24-hours at 25 °C. Light, temperature, 

and day:night cycle setting were set to reflect standard conditions for all incubator used. 

After the 24-hour incubation, 500 µL of each sample were frozen for cell counts, and 

500 µL were centrifuged for 5 min at 5000 g. Of the centrifuged 500 µL, a 450 µL aliquot 

of the supernatant was taken without disrupting the pellet and placed in a new 

Eppendorf tubewith 0.9 µL of 5µM CellROX™ Green Reagent (Thermo Fisher Scientific, 

Waltham, MA). The samples were incubated in the dark for two hours at 25 °C. After 

incubation, three replicates of 100 µL were transferred into 96-well plates. Fluorescence 

intensity was measured using SpectraMax Paradigm Multi-Mode Detection Platform 

(Molecular Devices, San Jose, CA), at excitation = 468 nm and emission = 520 nm. This 

process was repeated for the heat stress experiment, ensuring the same incubation 
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start time and measurement times, with the exception that the samples were incubated 

for 24-hours at 34 °C. This temperature was chosen because I was interested in 

examining how Symbiodiniaceae will react to extreme heat-stress beyond the average 

maximum temperature (~30 °C) that most coral reefs worldwide experience (34). 

3.5 Cell count normalization 

To normalize the results of the oxygen production and respiration measurements, and 

results of ROS measurements, cell counts were performed using flow cytometry. Frozen 

samples were thawed at room temperature, then filtered through 200 µL mesh filters. 

Samples were placed in triplicates in 96-well plates. Measurements were taken using BD 

LSRFortessa™ (BD Biosciences, San Jose, CA) at the KAUST Bioscience Core Laboratory. 

After data acquisition, FlowJo software (FlowJo Software, Tree Star, Ashland, OR) was 

used to manually gate the sample of interest. Symbiodiniaceae tend to clump and form 

doublets; to avoid this issue, only single cells were selected for analysis, and the data 

was gated accordingly and consistently. Figure 1A in the appendices shows an example 

of the gating strategy employed. 
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4. Results 

4.1 Oxygen production and respiration  

Oxygen production and respiration in units of µmol oxygen/L was measured and 

recorded for each sample under thermal stress, and light stress conditions. For each 

experiment, µmol oxygen/L was plotted against time, and a best-fit linear line was 

generated. For this study’s purposes, the slope represents the rate of oxygen production 

during light phase, and respiration rate during dark phase. The slopes were averaged 

across four replicates, normalized by cell count and reported in units of µmol 

oxygen/hr.cell∗106. Background respiration rate, including possible respiration by 

bacteria, was negligible. Unequal variance, two-sample t-tests were performed to 

examine differences in production or respiration of oxygen between day replicates for 

each strain at all temperature points and light intensities. Two to three strains were 

tested on each day (Table 2).  

Table 2. List of strain combinations used on each day of temperature-stress and light-
stress experiments. The same strain combinations on each day were used for both 
temperature-stress and light-stress experiments. 

Day Strains 

1 RS-B*, RS-B, SSBO1 

2 RS-A, SSAO1 

3 RS-A, RS-B, RS-B* 

4 RS-B*, SSAO1, SSBO1 

5 RS-B, SSAO1 

6 RS-A, SSBO1 
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4.1a Experimental set-up optimization 

Prior to performing measurements, it was necessary to optimize the protocol and 

minimize technical errors. I performed a test using four technical replicates of strain RS-

A using three different cell volumes: 200 µL, 400 µL, and 800 µL, under increasing light 

intensity. All samples were collected from a single RS-A culture. Rates of oxygen 

production and respiration rate were consistently correlated with volume of cells, and 

there was very little variation (Figure 1). This indicates the reliability of the data 

recording device, and the small variation indicates there were no major differences 

between the two tanks used in the set up. Based on these results, I set the volume of 

cells to 800 µL for all proceeding experiments to ensure the highest absolute recordings. 

 

Figure 1. Performance profile for RS-A under increasing light intensities. Four technical 
replicates of a single RS-A culture were used for every cell volume: 200 µL, 400 µL, and 
188 µL. There was little variation among replicates. Oxygen production and respiration 
rate increased with light intensity, and the rates were consistently proportional to cell 
volume. 
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It was also necessary to eliminate differences between the twelve glass chambers. To do 

so, twelve technical replicates of a single RS-A culture were used, and volume of cells 

was set at 800 µL. There was little variation between the twelve replicates, and oxygen 

production and respiration increased with higher light intensities (Figure 2). These 

results confirmed that different chambers, and different positions in the tanks have no 

significant effect on the set-up. 

 

Figure 2. Performance profile for RS-A under increasing light intensities. Twelve 
technical replicates taken from a single RS-A culture were used to test the variability 
between glass chambers. There was little variation among replicates. There was an 
increase in oxygen production and respiration rate with higher light intensities. Because 
the samples were obtained from the same homogenate, no cell count normalization 
was done.  
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4.1b Temperature stress experiments 

In order to perform accurate comparisons between strains, day effects had to be ruled 

out to ensure that measurements across days were replicable. Overall, there was large 

variation between day-replicates, despite the fact that several pair-wise comparisons 

indicated no statistically significant difference. For example, all three day-replicates for 

strain RS-B had a statistically comparable performance, however, there was a very high 

variation within day-replicates (Figure 4). This effect is also observed for strain RS-A 

(Figure 5), and SSAO1 (Figure 7). While for the other strains, RS-B* and SSBO1, statistical 

tests did indicate some significant differences between day-replicates (Figures 3 and 6), 

which further supported the presence of a day effect. 

 

Figure 3. Rates of oxygen production and respiration for strain RS-B* after acute heat-
stress. The rate of oxygen production of day one and day three replicates differed 
significantly at every temperature point (P < 0.05). Overall, the remaining replicates 
exhibited a statistically comparable performance. 
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Figure 4. Rates of oxygen production and respiration for strain RS-B after acute-heat 
stress. There were no statistically significant differences in the performance of different 
replicates between days. There is high variation within day replicates. 
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Figure 5. Rates of oxygen production and respiration for strain RS-A after acute heat-
stress. There were no significant differences in the performance of different replicates 
between days, except for the rate of oxygen production at 32.87 °C between day two 
and day three replicates (P < 0.05). 

 

 

Figure 6. Rates of oxygen production and respiration for strain SSBO1 after acute heat-
stress. The rate of oxygen production differed significantly between day four and day six 
replicates at 24.77°, 28.30°, and 31.08 °C, and respiration rate significantly differed at 
every temperature point (P < 0.05). The respiration rate was also significantly different 
between day one and day four replicates (P < 0.05). 
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Figure 7. Rates of oxygen production and respiration for strain SSAO1 after acute heat-
stress. Overall, the performance of replicates between days was statistically 
comparable, however there was high within-day variation for day two replicate. 

 

4.1c Light-stress experiments 
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(Figure 11). There were also significant differences in the performance between day four 

and five replicates of strain SSAO1 (Figure 12). 

 

Figure 8. Rates of oxygen production and respiration for strain RS-B* after acute light-
stress. Results of pair-wise t-tests indicated no significant differences between different 
day replicates. Overall, there was a constant level of oxygen production and respiration 
between day replicates. 
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Figure 9. Rates of oxygen production and respiration for strain RS-B after acute light-
stress. There were no statistically significant differences between days, however, there 
was a large within-day variation. 

 

Figure 10. Rates of oxygen production and respiration for strain RS-A after acute light-
stress. Day six replicates exhibited higher absolute values of oxygen production and 
consumption, but results of pair-wise t-tests indicated no significant differences 
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between different day replicates, except for production of oxygen at 100 µmol s-1 m-1 
between day two and day three replicates (P < 0.05). Day six replicates had high within-
day variation. 

 

 

Figure 11. Rates of oxygen production and respiration for strain SSBO1 after acute 
light-stress. Rates of oxygen production and respiration for day four and day six 
replicates differed significantly (P < 0.05) from each other at all light intensities. 
Respiration rate for day one and day four replicates also differed significantly (P < 0.05). 
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Figure 12. Rates of oxygen production and respiration for strain SSAO1 after acute 

light-stress. Rates of respiration for day four and day five replicates differed significantly 

from each other (P < 0.05) at all light intensities, except at 400 µmol s-1 m-1. 
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for example the P:R ratios of day replicates of RS-A ranged from 1.01-2.03 at 25 °C, and 

0.775-1.49 at 28 °C (Table 3).  

Table 3. P:R values for heat-stress experiments grouped by experiment day for each 
strain. N/A indicates no oxygen production at that particular temperature, therefore 
calculating P:R was not possible. Overall, there was a general decrease in P:R ratios 
across all strains with increasing temperatures. 

  25 °C 28 °C 31 °C 33 °C 

RS-A 

Day 2 1.01 1.04 0.254 N/A 

Day 3 2.03 0.775 0.604 0.622 

Day 6 1.57 1.49 1.32 1.08 

SSAO1 

Day 2 0.853 0.383 0.163 0.260 

Day 4 2.61 1.007 0.610 N/A 

Day 5 1.37 1.52 0.446 0.316 

RS-B 

Day 1 1.52 1.36 0.927 0.623 

Day 3 1.70 1.42 1.37 0.842 

Day 5 0.435 0.718 0.710 0.300 

SSBO1 

Day 1 2.27 2.01 1.10 0.894 

Day 4 0.744 0.951 0.935 0.222 

Day 6 0.481 0.849 0.871 0.462 

RS-B* 

Day 1 0.965 0.956 0.943 0.432 

Day 3 2.80 1.72 1.40 0.897 

Day 4 1.83 1.09 1.22 0.455 

 

There were no consistent global trends for how the P:R ratios changed with increasing 

light across all strains (Table 4), but there were unique trends for certain strains. For 

example, as light intensity increased, the P:R ratios for strains RS-A and RS-B* generally 

decreased, while for SSAO1 they reached a peak at 100 µmol s-1 m-2 then started to 
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decrease. The P:R ratios remained relatively constant for RS-B, and they increased for 

SSBO1. There was variation between day-replicates, for example for RS-A at 50 µmol s-1 

m-2, day one replicate had a P:R ratio of 1.36, and day six replicate had a P:R ratio of 

2.99, almost double that of day one. 

Table 4. P:R values for light-stress experiments grouped by experiment day for each 
strain. Overall, P:R ratios for RS-A and RS-B* decreased with increasing light intensity. 
There was an increase in P:R ratios for SSBO1, while they remained constant for RS-B, 
and for SSAO1 they reached a peak at 100 µmol s-1 m-2 and continued to decrease. 

  50 100 200 300 400 

                                         µmol s-1 m-2 

RS-A 

Day 2 1.36 1.56 1.45 1.26 1.14 

Day 3 1.79 1.84 1.60 1.39 1.16 

Day 6 2.99 3.03 2.65 2.20 1.89 

SSAO1 

Day 2 2.23 2.80 2.63 2.35 1.97 

Day 4 2.35 2.91 2.48 2.37 1.58 

Day 5 1.83 2.31 1.96 1.74 1.49 

RS-B 

Day 1 0.920 1.31 1.31 1.30 1.11 

Day 3 0.767 0.938 1.11 1.18 1.14 

Day 5 1.10 1.21 1.27 1.43 1.34 

SSBO1 

Day 1 0.722 0.815 1.09 1.19 1.31 

Day 4 0.622 0.917 1.18 1.29 1.10 

Day 6 0.413 0.594 0.885 1.07 0.970 

RS-B* 

Day 1 2.28 1.74 1.45 1.19 0.972 

Day 3 2.17 1.80 1.70 1.47 1.46 

Day 4 1.65 1.62 1.52 1.14 0.949 
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4.2 Photosynthetic efficiency measurements 

4.2a Intra-strain comparisons.  

To examine photosynthetic efficiency, I measured Fv/Fm, a ratio that quantifies the 

amount of open reaction centers in the sample after dark adaptation, and translates to 

the efficiency of PS II. Unequal variance, two-sample t-tests were performed to evaluate 

differences in the PS efficiency between control samples (at 25 °C), and stressed 

samples at each temperature point. Overall, SSBO1 and SSAO1 had significant decreases 

in photosynthetic efficiency with increasing temperatures (Table 5). RS-B* generally 

exhibited a stable PS efficiency, but had a peak Fv/Fm value at 34 °C. RS-A and RS-B 

began to experience lower PS efficiency at 34 and 37 °C, respectively (Table 5). 

Table 5. Results of intra-strain comparisons of photosynthetic efficiency between 

control samples (incubated at 25 °C) and heat-stressed samples at 28, 31,34, 37, and 

40 °C. SSBO1 and SSAO1 exhibited decreases in PS efficiency with increasing 

temperatures. RS-B* had a peak PS efficiency at 34 °C, but otherwise performed 

comparably to the control. RS-A and RS-B showed reductions in PS efficiency starting at 

34 and 37 °C, respectively. n.s = not significant. 

 28 °C 31 °C 34 °C 37 °C 40 °C 

RS-B* n.s n.s 1.13E-4 n.s n.s 

RS-B 0.0475 n.s n.s 0.0140 4.89E-3 

RS-A n.s n.s 0.0103 1.76E-4 5.93E-06 

SSBO1 n.s 0.0237 8.27E-3 3.30E-6 7.70E-11 

SSAO1 n.s 1.30E-3 1.80E-5 1.79E-9 1.052E-13 
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4.2b Inter-strain comparisons 

With increasing temperatures, RS-A and RS-B exhibited a similar performance. RS-A and 

RS-B* performed differently at 34 and 37 °C, in which RS-B* was more 

photosynthetically efficient. RS-B and RS-B* exhibited a comparable performance, but at 

28 and 34 °C, RS-B* was more photosynthetically efficient. However, at 40 °C all three 

Red Sea strains performed similarly. RS-A had a generally comparable performance to 

SSAO1 and SSBO1 from 31-37 °C, while at 40 °C RS-A performed better than both SSAO1 

and SSBO1 (Table 6). 

SSAO1 and SSBO1 generally outperformed RS-B, but at 40 °C RS-B performed better. RS-

B* generally performed better than SSAO1 and SSBO1 at increasing temperatures. 

SSAO1 and SSBO1 generally exhibited a similar performance (Table 6), but at 40 °C their 

Fv/Fm ratio decreased to ~0.7–the lowest recorded value across all strains (Figure 13). 

Whereas the lowest measured Fv/Fm values for the three Red Sea strains stabilized 

around 0.8-0.85 (Figure 13). Overall, the Red Sea strains exhibited a higher tolerance 

towards heat-stress with regard to photosynthetic efficiency.  
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Figure 13. Graph of photosynthetic efficiency (Fv/Fm) for all five strains with increasing 
temperatures. There was a general decrease in Fv/Fm across all strains. RS-A started by 
having a generally comparable performance to SSAO1 and SSBO1 (31-37 °C), however at 
40 °C RS-A performed better than both of them. SSAO1 and SSBO1 generally performed 
comparably, and RS-B* tended to outperform them at increasing temperatures.  

 

Table 6. Results of pair-wise t-tests comparing the photosynthetic efficiency at 
increasing temperatures. n.s = not significant. At 40 °C, the Red Sea strains exhibited a 
comparable performance to each other, and SSBO1 and SSAO1 behaved similarly to 
each other. 

 25 °C 28 °C 31 °C 34 °C 37 °C 40 °C 

RS-A vs. RS-B 0.0485 0.0183 n.s n.s n.s n.s 

RS-A vs. RS-B* n.s n.s n.s 0.000646 0.0418 n.s 

RS-B vs. RS-B* n.s 0.00185 n.s 0.000450 n.s n.s 

RS-A vs. SSAO1 0.00386 0.0178 n.s n.s n.s 0.000241 
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RS-A vs. SSBO1 n.s 0.00816 n.s n.s n.s 0.000212 

RS-B vs. SSAO1 0.000109 0.000174 0.0217 n.s n.s 6.42E-05 

RS-B vs. SSBO1 0.0128 0.000187 n.s n.s n.s 5.47E-05 

RS-B* vs. SSAO1 3.50E-07 n.s n.s 0.00168 0.0102 0.00116 

RS-B* vs. SSBO1 0.0245 n.s n.s 0.000432 n.s 0.00122 

SSAO1 vs. SSBO1 0.00333 n.s 0.0316 n.s n.s n.s 

 

4.3 ROS production 

I performed unequal variance, two-sample t-tests to evaluate differences in ROS 

production between control samples (incubated at 25 °C), and stressed samples 

(incubated at 34 °C) within each strain. Following heat-stress, RS-B* and SSBO1 

increased their production of ROS, while RS-A exhibited a lower production of ROS. For 

RS-B and SSAO1, there were no significant differences in the production of ROS between 

control and heat stressed samples (Figure 14). Overall, RS-A exhibited the best heat-

stress response with regard to ROS production.  
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Figure 14. Bar graph of the ROS production under control settings, and under heat-
stress of 34 °C. RS-B* produced the highest absolute amount of ROS, followed by RS-A, 
while all three of RS-B, SSAO1, and SSBO1, exhibited the lowest, and comparable levels 
of ROS production. Overall, SSAO1 and SSBO1 had the least production of ROS pre and 
post treatment, and RS-B* had the highest production of ROS in both conditions. n.s = 
not significant. 

 

To evaluate differences in ROS production between strains, unequal variance, two-

sample t-tests were performed. Pair-wise comparisons were conducted between ROS 

production at the control temperature (25 °C) and at the experimental temperature 
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Table 7. Results of the pair-wise t-tests comparing ROS production between strains at 
control temperatures and after heat stress of 34 °C. After heat-stress, RS-B, SSBO1 and 
SSAO1 had a comparable performance. n.s = not significant. 

 25 °C 34 °C 

RS-A vs RS-B 0.000524 n.s 

RS-A vs RS-B* 0.0492 1.91E-16 

RS-B vs RS-B* 3.16E-05 0.000201 

RS-A vs SSAO1 3.22E-15 5.68E-06 

RS-A vs SSBO1 4.44E-17 1.67E-14 

RS-B vs SSAO1 0.00254 n.s 

RS-B vs SSBO1 0.00801 n.s 

RS-B* vs SSAO1 4.42E-22 6.31E-12 

RS-B* vs SSBO1 5.58E-23 5.58E-23 

SSAO1 vs SSBO1 n.s n.s 
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5. Discussion 

5.1 True biological variation is obscured by false cell counts and differential culture 

age 

Prior to performing experiments with biological replicates, I thoroughly tested the 

experimental set-up using technical replicates to optimize the protocol, and to 

investigate possible sources of variation including chamber position in the incubator and 

differences between the two water tanks. The results of those tests showed very little 

variation between chambers, and between tanks (Figures 1 and 2). Therefore, I was 

confident that technical sources of variation were eliminated from the experimental set-

up. 

On the other hand, results of between-day comparisons strongly indicated the presence 

of a day effect, and this lack of replicable results limited the ability to discern real 

biological differences and trends among strains. The source of this day effect is partly 

due to the observed high within-strain variation (Figures 4 and 9).  

In this study, the suspected main cause for within-strain variation was not accounting 

for live and dead cells. In all experiments, I used four biological replicates for each strain 

which corresponded to four independent cultures. All culture flasks were grown in 

identical conditions in the same incubator, however, at the time of experiments, 

replicates were not of the same age. Moreover, the cultures most likely had different 

numbers of cells and ratios of live:dead cells. The cell count protocol that was used did 

not distinguish between live and dead cells. Therefore, the cell counts may have 
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overestimated the number of cells in the sample that truly contributed to physiological 

measurements. This is exemplified by cases where cell counts did not correlate with the 

amount of µmol oxygen/L produced by replicates of the same strain. For example, in 

day three of heat-stress experiments involving oxygen production and respiration, 

specifically during heat-stress of ~28 °C during light phase, replicate three of RS-B 

produced 0.0153 oxygen/L, while replicate one produced 0.0142 of oxygen/L, which was 

~92% of replicate one's production (Table 1A). As such, it was expected that the two 

replicates would have similar cell counts, but after normalization, replicate one was 

found to have an average of 8829 cells/µL, while replicate three had an average of 90 

cells/µL, which was ~1% of the cell count in replicate one (Table 2A). There are two 

possible explanations for these inconsistencies: there could be a threshold limit to how 

much µmol oxygen/L the optical oxygen meters could accurately record, or, the more 

likely explanation is that many of the cells that were counted were dead prior to 

freezing, and thus did not contribute physiologically to the recorded measurements.  

5.2 P:R ratios are variable between days 

Regardless of whether or not there was within-day variation, It was expected that the 

P:R ratios should stay consistent among day replicates. Among the six days of 

temperature stress experiments, and the six days of light stress experiments, 

inconsistent P:R ratios and high variation between days were observed (Tables 3 and 4). 

There was an overall decrease in P:R ratios across all samples with increasing 

temperatures. This trend was consistent with the concept that at increasing 
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temperatures, organisms respire at a faster rate than photosynthesis rate (11,26). I 

could not eliminate day effect in my experiments, and I suspect it strongly contributed 

to masking real biological variation. Therefore, it was not feasible to investigate inter-

strain comparisons. This is consistent with a study evaluating photosynthetic 

performance of Symbiodiniaceae at increasing temperatures which found high variation 

between treatments that prevented determination of consistent trends (25).  

Aside from variation due to inaccurate cell counts, the inconsistent P:R ratios indicate 

that the cells were not behaving comparably on a physiological level; instead, there was 

variation in performance due to cells being at different points in their life-cycle. At 

different points in their life-cycle, Symbiodiniaceae may exhibit varying levels of 

physiological performance (35). Because the cell cultures used in this study were not 

standardized to a specific stage of the life-cycle, true physiological performance results 

were obscured.  

To eliminate the sources of within-strain variation and day effect, only Symbiodiniaceae 

cell cultures in exponential phase should be used to overcome the variability of culture 

age and growth phase (25,36). Additionally, a protocol for counting and distinguishing 

between live and dead cells needs to be used to adequately normalize measurements. 

5.3 There is a general increase in respiration with higher temperatures 

Another general trend that was observed despite the presence of day effect was the 

general increase in respiration rate as temperature increased (Figures 3, 5, and 7). This 

was observed in a study examining cultured Symbiodiniaceae, where significant 
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decreases in oxygen production and respiration were observed after two days of heat 

treatment at 30 °C (36). While it is not possible to compare the resilience of the 

different strains sampled in this study against heat-stress, I can conclude that all the 

samples were responding to the acute heat-stress conditions. It was interesting to 

observe continued production of oxygen and respiration–which indicated cells were still 

alive–at the max experimental temperature of ~33 °C. This temperature was already 

beyond the average upper lethal limit of 31-32 °C for most Hawaiian coral species (37). 

Upper lethal limits for Symbiodiniaceae are not well documented, however a study 

investigated the performance of Symbiodinium microadriaticum under heat-stress and 

found that photosynthesis is completely disrupted at 34-36 °C, while respiration was still 

observed at 35 °C (25). 

5.4 Red Sea Strains exhibit a better heat-shock response to ROS 

RS-B* and SSBO1 increased production of ROS under heat-stress, suggesting they were 

stressed and did not increase mechanisms to combat ROS. Surprisingly, RS-A produced 

less ROS under heat stress. This might be explained by RS-A responding quickly to the 

stress and increasing its efforts to mitigate ROS by producing more antioxidants. RS-B 

and SSAO1 produced normal levels of ROS under stress, and this implies they also 

responded to the heat-stress and turned on coping mechanisms against ROS, but not to 

the extent of RS-A. A study on freshly isolated Symbiodiniaceae found that Symbionts 

isolated from CC7 Aiptasia (host for SSAO1), RS Aiptasia (host for Red Sea Symbionts), 

and H2 Aiptasia (host for SSBO1) produced more ROS after 24-hours of heat stress at 
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32 °C (33). These results agree with my observations for SSBO1, but not SSAO1. Further, 

the study reported that RS strains exhibit a higher thermal tolerance, which was 

expected due to the high summer temperatures in the Red Sea. Among the three Red 

Sea strains investigated in this study, RS-A, had the best stress-response to ROS at 

elevated temperatures. It is important to note that the study used freshly isolated 

cultures that were not axenic, and Symbiodiniaceae identities were not defined. It could 

be that the fresh RS isolates used in the study were a mix of RS-A, RS-B, and RS-B*, 

among other symbionts. Further, for my 24-hour stress experiment, the experimental 

temperature was 34 °C, while the temperature used in the study was 32 °C. This 

difference in temperature may have further contributed to these conflicting findings.  

5.5 Red Sea strains generally maintain a higher photosynthetic efficiency 

Because PAM measurements are independent of cell count, comparisons between 

strains could be investigated. We observed an interesting “recovery” of PS efficiency by 

all Red Sea strains at 37-40 °C. This suggests the presence of heat-stress coping 

mechanism that enabled RS-A, RS-B, and RS-B* to recover their photosynthetic 

processes. On the other hand, SSBO1 and SSAO1 did not exhibit a stabilization of 

photosynthetic efficiency, and instead their Fv/Fm continually decreased until reaching a 

low of ~0.7. Overall, the red-sea strains exhibited better photosynthetic efficiency in 

response to heat-stress. These results support previous studies that investigated 

thermal tolerance in Symbiodiniaceae and showed evidence for local adaptation to 

varying thermal conditions (29). 
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An important factor to consider here is that the scale of change in Fv/Fmwas very small 

(overall ~0.2 decrease at 40 °C compared to control levels). Although I observed a 

significant decreases in photosynthetic efficiency across strains, all strains objectively 

had a Fv/Fm ratio that was within the healthy range of > 0.5 (38,39). A study performed a 

16-day heat-stress experiment on Symbiodiniaceae starting from ~25 °C and up to 

~34 °C. At day four (~28 °C) Symbiodiniaceae’s photosynthetic efficiency (Fv/Fm) began 

to decrease (< 0.6) until it reached zero at day 16 (40). Another study recorded 

decreases in Fv/Fm for Symbiodiniaceae in-hospite beyond the normal range after long 

term heat-stress ranging from 28-36 °C (41). It is possible that the duration of heat 

stress for my experiments (30 min) was not sufficient to elicit sharper declines in Fv/Fm 

values. Therefore, I suggest that longer durations of heat-stress should be tested. 

5.6 There are biological differences between RS-B, RS-B*, and SSBO1 

In this study, two Red Sea samples of the same species were analyzed, RS-B and RS-B*. 

MiSeq sequence data (Unpublished data) indicated that both strains were B1 clade 

dominant, although there were signals from other clades too. In addition to RS-B and 

RS-B*, SSBO1 also belongs to the same species, Breviolum minutum. The physiological 

performance of RS-B, RS-B*, and SSBO1 was significantly different across the 

parameters of ROS production and PS efficiency, suggesting differences between the 

three cultures. Further investigation into the identities of these strains needs to be 

conducted to discern whether the observed differences are due to varying physiological 

responses, or rooted in genotypic differences. These differences in performance further 
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exemplify the need to correlate genomics data and species identification with 

physiological studies to assess actual performance of different isolates. 

5.7 Comparative studies between Symbiodiniaceae in-hospite and ex-hospite are 

needed 

The focus of this study was to characterize Symbiodiniaceae performance ex-hospite to 

understand how they function in culture. However, I must address the importance and 

need to investigate the same physiological parameters examined in this study in 

Symbiodiniaceae in-hospite, and assess whether results are consistent or not. Such 

comparative studies can help determine the extent to which Symbiodiniaceae drive the 

host’s performance and resilience.  

Cnidarians do not simply harbor one species or one genus of Symbiodiniaceae. They 

usually associate with a variety of symbionts, and often times a certain clade is 

dominant. Therefore it would be worthwhile to delineate the contribution of the many 

Symbiodiniaceae within a specific host, if there are interactions between the different 

Symbiodiniaceae genera/species, and how the community of Symbiodiniaceae may 

change with time, and how it changes when the host is subjected to stressful conditions.  
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6. Conclusion 

In this study, I was interested in comparing Red Sea and non-Red Sea Symbiodiniaceae’s 

physiological performance under common stressful conditions that the coral holobiont 

is threatened by, and to draw conclusions on which strains are more stress-tolerant. By 

investigating these parameters ex-hospite, better predictions can be made on how 

specific coral-Symbiodiniaceae associations will perform in real-life conditions. By 

establishing a base for Symbiodiniaceae performance ex-hospite, we can perform 

specific transfection experiments and hypothesize on the performance of a specific 

cnidarian-Symbiodiniaceae association, and also compare the performance of the 

holobiont to the Symbiodiniaceae ex-hospite. It has been established that there is 

significant physiological variability between and within Symbiodiniaceae clades (42). 

This large physiological diversity in the family Symbiodiniaceae necessities the 

delineation between species identification using genomics tools, and species actual 

performance. As the results of this study showed, even when samples belong to the 

same species, or the same strain, they may still exhibit different physiological abilities.   

Scholars stress that efforts to model the future of coral reefs under current threats of 

climate change will only be productive if we have a comprehensive and thorough 

understanding of the complex interactions between corals and Symbiodiniaceae (43). 
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APPENDICES 
 

 
 

Figure 1A. Gating strategy employed to count Symbiodiniaceae cells. FlowJo software 
was used to manually draw a gate around the population on interest, excluding 
doublets. 

 

Table 1A. Results of oxygen production during light phase for strain RS-B. At 
temperature of ~28 °C, replicate one had oxygen production of 0.0142 µmol oxygen/L, 
and replicate three has oxygen production of 0.0153 µmol oxygen/L. 

Replicate 24.89 °C 28.47 °C  30.85 °C 33.68 °C 

R1 0.0229 0.0142 0.0145 0.0074 

R2 0.0076 0.0109 0.0117 0.0054 

R3 0.016 0.0153 0.0161 0.0129 

R4 0.0089 0.0104 0.0122 0.0074 
 

Table 2A. Results of the cell counts using BD LSRFortessa™. Average number of cells/1 
µL for replicate one was 8830 cells/1 µL, and for replicate three was 90 cells/1 µL. 

 R1 R2 R3 R4 

Count 1 171872 8930 1821 10219 

Count 2 177670 9447 1733 9176 

Count 3 180254 8332 1872 11783 

Average cells 176599 8903 1809 10393 

Average cells/1 µL 8830 445 90 520 

*800 µL 7063947 356120 72347 415707 
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